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TWO YEARS AGO, an unintended moment
of high drama occurred on the floor of the
U.S. House of Representatives—a stunning
public exchange of differences between the
nation’s chief executive and a Supreme
Court justice.
The issue: free speech versus restrictions
on corporate campaign contributions.
It happened during President Barack
Obama’s 2010 State of the Union
address—just a week after the Supreme
Court’s Citizens United decision allowing
unlimited corporate and union giving to
independent political advocacy groups.
That judicial ruling, the President
predicted in his speech, “will open the
floodgates for special interests, including
foreign corporations, to spend without
limit in our elections. I don’t think
American elections should be bankrolled
by America’s most powerful interests …”
As the President’s supporters stood
to applaud, television cameras captured
Justice Samuel Alito mouthing the
words, “Not true!”
Never before had an executive-judicial
clash been presented to tens of millions
of Americans so vividly.
Did Citizens United v. Federal Election
Commission strike a powerful blow for the
First Amendment’s free-speech doctrine, as
supporters maintain? Or did it open the
floodgates for billionaires and corporations
to sway elections through gigantic
contributions to “Super PACs”?
The high court’s decision broke new
legal ground, reversing a 1990 ruling
(Austin v. Michigan State Chamber of
Commerce) and partly overturning a
2003 case (McConnell v. Federal Election
Commission), by removing restrictions
on political expenditures by corporations
and unions.
Citizens United also clarified a 1976
post-Watergate decision, Buckley v.
Valeo, that had supported campaign
donation limits and had classified
campaign spending as constitutionally
protected speech.
DID CITIZENS UNITED STRIKE A POWERFUL BLOW FOR FREE SPEECH—OR
OPEN THE FLOODGATES FOR CORPORATIONS, UNIONS, AND THE SUPER RICH
TO UNDULY INFLUENCE ELECTIONS? OUR EXPERTS WEIGH IN.
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The Roberts Court expanded on this
line of thinking: “All speakers, including
individuals and the media, use money
amassed from the economic marketplace to
fund their speech, and the First Amendment
protects the resulting speech. … “[T]he rule
that political speech cannot be limited
based on a speaker’s wealth is a necessary
consequence of the premise that the
First Amendment generally prohibits the
suppression of political speech based on
the speaker’s identity.”
Two months after Citizens United,
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia followed with a
ruling in SpeechNow.org v. Federal Election
Commission that gives Political Action
Committees (PACs ) the right to accept
unlimited amounts from donors so long
as none of the money is redirected to
individual candidates.
These two decisions gave birth to Super
PACs, formally known as “independent
expenditure-only committees.”
David Bogen, Professor Emeritus at
UM Carey Law, agrees with the under-
lying premise of the rulings that
“government may not act with a goal
of suppressing speech.”
Says Bogen, “Cutting off [campaign]
funding has the effect of suppressing
speech. So government must show that its
interest in such a law is directed at forms
of corruption rather than at reducing the
speech of the rich.”
Still, Bogen writes in an email that these
rulings may have gone too far in allowing
unrestricted corporate and union campaign
donations. “I thought that the court trod
the line in Buckley and probably erred in
Citizens United.”
Courts traditionally have treated
restrictions on the content of speech with
great suspicion, says UM Carey Law
Professor Peter Quint. “These laws or
regulations are highly suspect and often
found unconstitutional,” he says. But in
cases related to the circumstances of
speech—such as time, place, and manner
(marches, sound trucks, etc.)—courts give
the government “much greater discretion
in applying reasonable regulations and
I think campaign contributions should fall
into this general category.”
In Citizens United, Quint thinks the
Supreme Court applied “a distorted
rationale. Spending by corporations is
wildly disproportionate to most individual
giving. In my opinion, it would be reason-
able to restrict or prohibit contributions by
corporations and certain other groups.”
Mark Graber, Associate Dean for
Research and Faculty Development and
Professor of Law and Government at UM
Carey Law, points to another problem.
“There is no evidence the framers of the
Constitution believed campaign financing
was a form of free speech. And it is rather
doubtful the framers felt corporations had
special rights.
“Corporations don’t vote. Corporations
are not citizens. Free speech is a right
of citizenry, of the people, not of
economic entities.”
The Court’s majority did not hold to
this rationale. Citizens United is based
on the premise the free-speech clause
“protects speakers in the marketplace of
CUTTING OFF [CAMPAIGN] FUNDING HAS THE EFFECT OF SUPPRESSING SPEECH.
SO GOVERNMENT MUST SHOW THAT ITS INTEREST IN SUCH A LAW IS DIRECTED AT FORMS
OF CORRUPTION RATHER THAN AT REDUCING THE SPEECH OF THE RICH.”
—DAVID BOGEN, PROFESSOR EMERITUS
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ideas from efforts by Congress to limit
speech,” according to UM Carey Law
Professor Richard Boldt. With this
decision, “the court says you can promote
truth by maintaining an unregulated
marketplace of ideas.”
That is problematic, Boldt says,
“because the marketplace of ideas is not
free from impairment.” Candidates
receiving huge advocacy support from
Super PACs “have an advantage.” He
agrees with the dissenting justices that
corporations are not natural persons and
should not receive preferential fundraising
treatment. “This gives them a dispropor-
tionate voice in the market.”
Boldt fears that Citizens United
could increase “the pervasive influence of
money” on campaigns and encourage
the promulgation of “cartoonish, distorted
versions of each candidate’s views.”
Massive donations supporting attack ads
“turn productive discourse non-productive
and drive away thoughtful discussion
of issues.”
In the first congressional elections
following the Supreme Court’s 2010
ruling, Super PACs emerged as a
formidable force. Think of them as
Political Action Committees on steroids,
capable of raising gigantic sums for
massive advocacy campaigns, usually
negative, in support of a candidate.
Many Super PACs receive
mega-donations from closely aligned
501(c) non-profit groups that under the
IRS code do not have to identify the names
of donors giving tens of millions of dollars
to these nonprofits while remaining hidden
from public view. This development
“is disheartening and disturbing,” says
Howard County Republican state Senator
Allan Kittleman ’88, a strong supporter of
Citizens United but also an advocate for
transparency and immediate disclosure of
campaign contributions.
The vast majority of Super PAC
expenditures in the 2010 congressional races
helped elect Republicans, according to the
Center for Responsive Politics.
Just a single conservative Super PAC,
Karl Rove’s American Crossroads, raised
and spent $21.6 million to assist GOP
candidates, a sum that eclipsed more than
three-quarters of the total spent by all
liberal-aligned PACs. Such a heavy dose
of one-sided advocacy helped fuel that
year’s Republican sweep.
In the 2012 GOP primaries, Super
PACs again played important roles.
Casino mogul Sheldon Adelson
funneled $15 million into a Super PAC that
indirectly propped up former House Speaker
Newt Gingrich’s presidential efforts. Texas
billionaire Harold Simmons donated $18
million to conservative Super PACs in
support of GOP presidential candidates he
felt could defeat Obama.
The impact of such giant donations won’t
be fully known until detailed analyses are
made of the 2012 campaign. But Democrats
express concern that mountains of money
might lead to massive distortions of
UM Carey Law
Professor Peter Quint
UM Carey Law Professor Richard Boldt
IN CASES RELATED TO FREE SPEECH ... COURTS GIVE THE GOVERNMENT
“MUCH GREATER DISCRETION IN APPLYING REASONABLE REGULATIONS AND I THINK
CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS SHOULD FALL INTO THIS CATEGORY.” —PROFESSOR PETER QUINT
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a candidate’s positions and unduly
influence elections.
Carey Law Professor Sherrilyn Ifill notes
that in those states with judicial elections,
Citizens Unitedmay have even more
far-reaching effects. “Judicial elections—
especially for state Supreme Courts—have
become partisan battles in which millions
of dollars are spent, largely to unseat incum-
bents in many states,” says Ifill. The result
can be a judiciary that lacks the appearance,
and in some instances the reality, of the
impartiality required by the Constitution.
State courts are losing the confidence of the
public, she says. The influx of large-scale
contributions to judicial elections made
possible by Citizens United can only serve to
add to this problem.
State Delegate Jon Cardin ’01 wants
Congress to amend the Constitution “to fix
this behemoth of a problem. I’m a strong
advocate of free speech but it is clear the
amount raised and spent has gone too far,”
he says.
Cardin, who chairs the Election Law
Subcommittee in the House of Delegates,
says, “There has to be a balancing act
between free speech and this incredible
dumping of money by special interests”
because it is having “an unequal influence on
the whole process.” The Baltimore County
Democrat is particularly critical of the special
treatment accorded Super PACs.
“It is becoming obvious that an
‘independent expenditure-only committee’
is only independent in name, not in deed.”
Super PACs cannot have direct contact
with the candidate, but “it is a farce,”
Cardin maintains. “Super PACs are not
really independent. It is a way to do an
end-run around spending regulations
and restrictions.”
State Senator Bill Ferguson ’10, who
represents Baltimore City, calls unlimited
donations “one of the single biggest threats
to American democracy. With Super PACs,
we often don’t know who the contributors
are. The whole concept of disclosure
is circumvented.”
Boldt believes Citizens United is a
remarkable opinion in how aggressive the
majority was in rejecting a decision made by
Congress. “The majority decided the
case more broadly than many court observers
expected. It was aggressive in overturning
prior court decisions on this issue.”
Former Republican Governor Bob Ehrlich
disagrees. When he served in Congress,
Ehrlich voted against the McCain-Feingold
Act restricting corporate and union campaign
spending because he felt it limited free
speech. “I have come to the conclusion after
many years in politics that it is really difficult
to circumscribe the First Amendment and
generate arbitrary lines regarding free speech.
It is an incredibly difficult thing to do,”
says Ehrlich.
He isn’t alarmed about massive donations
because PACs on the left and right have been
raising huge amounts of money for decades.
“The remedy most people can agree on is full
and immediate disclosure. That will cure a
Carey Law Professor Sherrilyn Ifill
State Delegate Jon Cardin ’01
THERE HAS TO BE A BALANCING ACT BETWEEN FREE SPEECH AND THIS INCREDIBLE
DUMPING OF MONEY BY SPECIAL INTERESTS” BECAUSE IT IS HAVING “AN UNEQUAL
INFLUENCE ON THE WHOLE PROCESS.” —JON CARDIN ’01
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lot of ills,” says Ehrlich, now a senior counsel
in King & Spalding’s Washington office.
In Maryland, for instance, individual and
corporate donations during the final 10 days
of a campaign aren’t revealed until three
weeks after the election.
Kittleman, who is also of counsel in
the Ellicott City office of Godwin Erlandson,
MacLaughlin, Vernon & Daney, finds
that a major loophole. “I would prefer
immediate disclosure and then let’s not have
limits,” he says. “Our reporting system is
terrible,” in part because controversial late
contributions can be hidden from voters.
“Let citizens see right away who is giving
money,” Kittleman says.
Ferguson points to a section near the end
of the Citizens United ruling, supported by
all but one justice, which strongly affirms
the importance of transparency but does
not mandate it: “With the advent of the
Internet,” Justice Anthony Kennedy wrote,
rapid disclosure of a campaign’s finances can
give citizens “the information needed to hold
… elected officials accountable for their
positions and supporters.”
Disclosure of campaign donors, Kennedy
concluded, lets citizens “react to the speech
of corporate entities in a proper way. This
transparency enables the electorate to make
informed decisions and give proper weight
to different speakers and messages.”
“Disclosure is critical,” Ferguson
maintains. “While the average citizen
cannot go through all these financial
reports, as long as they are publicly
available, someone will do the analysis
and the media will report on it.”
Another often-suggested remedy,
supported by Cardin and Ferguson, is
public financing. New York City has
implemented a cutting-edge program
in which each dollar an individual
contributes is matched six-fold by the
city, up to $175. That means a maximum
of $1,050 in public funds per donor.
The idea is to increase citizen involvement
in paying for campaigns.
A study of the program by the
Campaign Finance Institute concludes
“multiple-matching funds can stimulate
participation by small donors in a manner
that is healthy for democracy.”
Boldt thinks emerging media
technologies may hold an answer. The
Internet already gives citizens more chances
to participate in campaigns. In the future,
technological advances could diminish the
importance of Citizens United by giving all
candidates a broader range of fund-raising
options as well as electronic access to far
more voters.
“The political system may yet develop
the hydraulics to offset the influence of
Super PACs,” he says.
In the meantime, will Super PACs
turn into giant money machines that
must be stamped out before they devour
electoral democracy?
Graber has his doubts a clampdown on
corporate donations would prove effective.
The history of American elections, he says,
indicates that regardless of efforts to loosen
or restrict contribution laws, “money
always find its way into politics.” 
State Senator Bill Ferguson ’10
WITH SUPER PACS, WE OFTEN DON’T KNOW WHO THE CONTRIBUTORS ARE.
THE WHOLE CONCEPT OF DISCLOSURE IS CIRCUMVENTED.”
—STATE SENATOR BILL FERGUSON ’10
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